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NU-SAFE FLOOR SOLUTIONS NAMED SERVICE PARTNER OF THE YEAR
BY PAPA JOHN’S INTERNATIONAL
Walton, KY — Monday, April 07, 2014. Papa John's International, Inc. (NASDAQ: PZZA) has recognized
Nu-Safe Floor Solutions as its Service Partner of the Year. Louisville, KY-based Papa John's is the
world's third largest pizza delivery company with more than 4,400 pizza restaurants in 50 states and 36
countries and territories. Nu-Safe and Papa John’s have successfully partnered for the past 18 years to
help ensure floor safety and reduce Papa John’s cost of risk regarding slip and fall injuries.
“Nu-Safe embodies characteristics harmonious with our core values including the right attitude,” said
Vicki Quire, Director of Equipment Resources for Papa John’s. “Year after year, Nu-Safe, quietly and
behind the scenes, supports the Papa John’s family in an area of greatest concern, which is the welfare
of our team members.”
“Nu-Safe is proud to be a long time partner of Papa John's International," stated Patricia Fisher, CEO,
Nu-Safe Floor Solutions. "Safety is priority and paramount to the success of Papa John's and we are
honored to be a catalyst that helps it fulfill this vital commitment."
Nu-Safe’s purpose is to reduce floor safety hazards at store level with Papa John’s, which helps keep
Papa John’s team members safe, while reducing workers comp claims and insurance hikes.
Ms. Quire states: “In our departmental discussions, it was noted, that not once in all the years of
being affiliated with this partner have we received a single customer complaint. Papa John’s, supported
by Nu-Safe and their products, strives to keep customers satisfied and customers’ needs first with a
winning attitude.”
For more information please visit: www.nu-safe.com
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The mission of Nu-Safe is to assist clients in developing a comprehensive slip fall safety program. Nu-Safe provides services ranging from floor safety consulting to
complete turnkey, documented, floor safety programs. Proven floor treatment methods that raise slip resistance, combined with effective training of client in-house or
outsource staff, are also available. Nu-Safe can provide Slip Testing on any walkway surface for defense/legal teams, property managers, risk management, and slip
and fall cases. Having performed over 1.9 million Coefficient of Friction (COF) tests, Nu-Safe is the industry leader in COF floor testing. Nu-Safe programs enhance
safety on vinyl flooring, quarry tile, ceramic tile, granite, marble, bathtubs, concrete, and other wet or dry hard surfaces.
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